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It’s been another busy week in Willow Class!

On Monday, we had a super speaking and listening session. The children are becoming more confident in this lesson and we
had some great pictures to support them. Dylan listened well and could retell what he had learnt from his peers. Brilliant
Dylan. Well done!
In maths, some of us have been working at counting in 5s, some of us have been counting on and matching numbers to 20,
and some have been. Great work from everyone this week with maths! Super stars!
On Tuesday, we continued with our story Barry the Fish with Fingers. The children talked about the character Puffy the
Puffer Fish and blew bubbles just like he did! Omar did really well and created lots of bubbles to print onto his written
sentence ‘Puffy the Puffer Fish!’ Well done Omar!
In RE we have been looking at the Buddhist faith. This week we talked about things that made us sad. Pharrell and Khane
gave some lovely answers and were very sensible when taking about things that made them sad. Well done boys, great work!
In history, we made a class model of Sparta in Greece, looking at how it may have looked in Ancient Greece. Mohammed
spent a long time creating the houses out of lego and they looked great! Well done Mohammed!
On Wednesday, we looked at our plants in science. Some have started to grow a little shoot. We measured the shoots and
recorded our observations in our bean books. Mohammed drew a lovely picture of his plant pot! Super star Mohammed!
In Geography, we continued to discuss Fairtrade. Viren had been shopping and spotted a Fairtrade symbol on some bananas
all by himself! Wow! Super star Viren! Thank you for sharing this with us! We talked about the farmers who are support ed
by Fairtrade, and those who have no support are very poor.
We had great fun in PE. We are trying out our skills as Olympians as they did in Ancient Greece!
On Friday we celebrated St Georges Day. Everyone looked great! We made a red rose, the English flag and a dragon!

And finally…

Viren! For been a lovely friend and playing well alongside his peers. Well done Viren!

Reminders…

Sun cream with name labels on please
Bank Holiday Mon 3rd May
If a member of your family shows signs of Covid-19 symptoms, please follow the government
guidelines

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance?priority-

Look what we’ve been up to this week…

